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MAGA is fighting back against the mob and so are we… but we need your help. Join our growing army and click here to subscribe to Revolver. Or give the gift of Revolver—
simply select the annual subscription and select “This is a gift” on the next page. If you want to give extra during this critical time, you can make a one-time or recurring
monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit goes towards the battle to save our great nation.

Covid experts are likely scrambling for cover as a new peer-reviewed study has been released. If any of them had any remaining dignity after all the politics, lies, and cover-
ups, this study would surely wipe it out. But in the end, it’s not the experts who suffer the most; it’s all the  people they deceived. According to the findings, heart-related
Injuries from a Moderna C•19 Booster Dose were 3000x higher than thought. Researchers found a staggering 1 in 35 healthcare workers at a Swiss hospital had signs of
heart injury associated with the booster dose.

So, this study basically tells us that in order to treat a bad “cold,” governments around the world created heart conditions in millions of people. The kicker is that the booster
appears to impact woman more.

TexasLindsay™
@TexasLindsay_ · Follow

NEW Peer-Reviewed Study Finds Heart-Related 
Injuries from a Moderna C•19 Booster Dose were 
3000x higher than thought. Researchers found a 
staggering in 1 in 35 of healthcare workers at a 
Swiss hospital has signs of heart injury assoc. with 
booster dose.
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Wiley:

Hospital employees scheduled to undergo mRNA-1273 booster vaccination were assessed for mRNA-1273 vaccination-associated myocardial injury, defined as
acute dynamic increase in high-sensitivity cardiac troponin T (hs-cTnT) concentration above the sex-specific upper-limit of normal on day 3 (48-96 h) after
vaccination without evidence of an alternative cause. To explore possible mechanisms, antibodies against IL-1RA, the SARS-CoV2-Nucleoprotein(NP) and -
Spike(S1) proteins and an array of 14 inflammatory cytokines were quantified. Among 777 participants, median age 37 years, 69.5% women, 40 participants
(5.1% [95%CI, 3.7%–7.0%]) had elevated hs-cTnT concentration on day 3 and mRNA-1273 vaccine-associated myocardial injury was adjudicated in 22
participants (2.8% [95%CI, 1.7%–4.3%]). Twenty cases occurred in women (3.7% [95%CI, 2.3%–5.7%]), two in men (0.8% [95%CI, 0.1%–3.0%]). Hs-cTnT-
elevations were mild and only temporary. No patient had ECG-changes, and none developed major adverse cardiac events within 30 days (0% [95%CI, 0%–
0.4%]). In the overall booster cohort, hs-cTnT concentrations (day 3; median 5 [IQR, 4–6] ng/L) were significantly higher compared to matched controls (n = 
777, median 3 [IQR, 3–5] ng/L, p < 0.001). Cases had comparable systemic reactogenicity, concentrations of anti-IL-1RA, anti-NP, anti-S1, and markers
quantifying systemic inflammation, but lower concentrations of IFN-λ1(IL-29) and GM-CSF versus persons without vaccine-associated myocardial injury.

Conclusion

mRNA-1273 vaccine-associated myocardial injury was more common than previously thought, being mild and transient, and more frequent in women versus
men. The possible protective role of IFN-λ1(IL-29) and GM-CSF warrant further studies.

This horrific news comes on the heels of several very high-profile and public “medical incidents” that occurred over the past week.

A pro-vaxx ESPN reporter collapsed on air.

Insider Corner
@insidercnews · Follow

WATCH: ESPN soccer reporter collapses during live 
transmission.

Watch on Twitter

6:36 PM · Jul 24, 2023

6 Reply Share

Read 2 replies

Then, in another scary situation at a restaurant, singer Tori Kelly collapsed due to severe blood clots.
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LA Times:

Kelly was taken to a hospital after passing out at a dinner in Los Angeles. Doctors reportedly found ‘really serious’ blood clots. After she arrived at the hospital,
doctors discovered blood clots around the Grammy winner’s lungs and in her legs

And the biggest medical incident of all involved the 18-year-old son of LeBron James, who suffered a heart attack while practicing on the basketball court.

Brigitte Gabriel
@ACTBri�itte · Follow

Bronny James, the 18 year old son of LeBron James, 
just had a heart attack.

That’s not normal.
6:57 PM · Jul 25, 2023

454 Reply Share

Read 386 replies

What’s even more concerning is that Bronny wasn’t the only player on the USC basketball team to recently suffer from a heart attack.

RELATED: Did you know that LeBron’s son is already the SECOND player on the USC team to collapse with a heart attack?

Of course, liberals are up in arms over this study, laughably trying to defend it by saying that the heart damage is “mild” and “transitory,” as if that somehow makes any of
this better. The presence of any heart damage is extremely concerning, whether it’s minor and temporary or not. Nobody knows yet what that could develop into down the
road, and you have to wonder how many people would have taken that shot if they knew that “heart damage” of any kind was a high risk.
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John Elliott  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

They were literally paying hospitals to list the cause of death as covid 14...
c'mon man..

 8  0

Bob G  

Reply •

− ⚑> John Elliott

2 days ago

Automobile accidents, motorcycle accidents, falling off a ladder accidents, strokes, diabetes, cancer and just plain old age. That's how they got the
numbers up and funeral directors and doctors were getting really tired of it all. And they're planning on trying it again.

 2  0

Marine88Vet92  

Reply •

− ⚑> Bob G

2 days ago

No, it was much worse than that. 600,000 excess deaths in 2020 alone. Increased suicides, increased drug related deaths, hospital
protocols that factually killed patients, the ventilators, Remdesivir, starvation, lack of actual medical care. No, it was more than just
simply counting people who were already dying, they factually murdered 600,000 Americans to be able to count 400,000 fake covid-19
deaths.

 2  0

kd  

Reply •

− ⚑> Marine88Vet92

a day ago  edited

';';//././.'][\\=---The ~"'gl0balists- in the "new w0rld 0rder'- are putting 'the M-R"N-A vax' in your f00d you need to do this ASAP
Visit............. http://wiresouth.com/dtuu79g

 2  0

John Elliott  

Reply •

− ⚑> Bob G

2 days ago

I think they might have mass murdered senior citizens to rack up the body count

 1  0

Beast Slayer  

Reply •

− ⚑> John Elliott

a day ago

Nah. The Jews behind the COVID scam and their fake vaccine were doing it for the money. Injury and deaths were incidental.
They conspired across sectors (media, govt, industry) to get the govt to panic-buy hundreds of millions of doses at $14 a pop,
totaling about $9 billion in the U.S. alone.

 1  0

John Elliott  

Reply •

− ⚑> Beast Slayer

17 hours ago

Snds legit 👍
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Tom  

Reply •

− ⚑> John Elliott

2 days ago

That, but the big reason to murder seniors was to cover up the fact that they've looted the pension money worldwide. Take the
average monthly cost of senior care per person and multiply it X the number of seniors killed, and you're looking at serious
money. Bill Clinton signed the �im-�am legislation that allowed the US government to transfer Social Security funds into the
general fund, replacing the S.S. money with IOU's while they spent Americans' retirement accounts. The S.S. IOU's are redeemed
as needed to cover current payouts, and can only be redeemed back to the federal government; they cannot bought or sold on
the open bond market, so there is no price discovery. When the feds can no longer borrow enough money to cover the monthly
bill for S.S., it's over. Private pensions have also been destroyed by the era of ZIRP (zero interest rate policy), in which retirees
were thrown under the bus to keep interest on the national debt from consuming all tax monies. Those closest to the Federal
Reserve were also able to take the nearly-free money and use it to buy up every asset in sight (think BlackRock). So the looting
of S.S. combined with the destruction of private pensions via low interest leaves them with only one out: kill seniors.

 1  0

John Elliott  

Reply •

− ⚑> Tom

2 days ago

Has the ring of truth

 0  0

TrumptheCommies

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

I can proudly say two things RE: the Covidiocy19 scam, I refused the stoopid “vaccine” and I predicted no more than a .5% mortality rate.

I for one will NEVER trust a doctor again. Learn self-healing and natural preventives and remedies, people’s! You can grow a medicinal garden for almost all
what ails ya!

 3  0

OutInTheStreet blog  

Reply •

− ⚑> TrumptheCommies

a day ago

One of the signi�cant casualties of the covid "affair" is the complete loss of credibility of the so-called medical establishment.

 0  0

Zoltar (King of the Trolls)  

Reply •

− ⚑> TrumptheCommies

2 days ago

Carnivore/KETOvore diet is the key to great health for 95% of the population.

 0  0

mpennery

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

Problem is people are terribly uninformed, lazy, and far too trusting of their authorities and televisions. Many of us knew in early 2020 there was no public
health emergency. If you knew the pandemic was a lie you knew there was no reason to take a rushed, experimental gene therapy that had repeatedly failed
animal trials in years prior. Covid was an intelligence test conducted by billionaires to cull the herd and billions of people failed the test.
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TrumptheCommies  

Reply •

− ⚑> mpennery

2 days ago

Thank you for saying correctly, “experimental gene therapy”. I have to remind myself to NOT call it “The vaccine”. Commies will control language,
now won’t they?

 1  0

AnotherLover  

Reply •

− ⚑> TrumptheCommies

2 days ago

Good point. I never use their made-up words. Never. I do sometimes call the shots "vaccines," but that's just from being lazy. Most often I
refer to "the shotted."

 0  0

123percent  

Reply •

− ⚑> mpennery

3 hours ago

And the non-stop, 24x7 fear campaign on every broadcast channel was highly effective on the susceptible. I put this is the #1 cause for the rush to
an untested therapy where test results were hidden and ingredients not fully disclosed.

 0  0

Hunting Biden − ⚑

2 days ago
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Reply •
Us rational minded pure-bloods tried to warn them. And we were attacked & mocked for doing so.

 5  1

TrumptheCommies  

Reply •

− ⚑> Hunting Biden

2 days ago

And on their �lthy deathbeds, they will REFUSE to admit they were WRONG. That’s how Commiecrats roll, right? 😉

 1  0

Elizabeth Frantz Harrison  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

Thank you to Alex Jones for waking me up 10 years ago and saving me and my family's lives.

 2  0

Silverado  

Reply •

− ⚑> Elizabeth Frantz Harrison

a day ago

The globalist scum would never admit that Alex Jones was inarguably right about anything let alone everything!!! That History doesn't lie like they
do...

 1  0

Russ, aka Kar 120C

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago  edited

And the new CDC director is already �oating the idea of pushing annual Covid shots. AFAIK, none of these alleged booster formulations have received full
FDA approval, either. If they don't kill you, you'll be dependent on expensive drugs for the rest of you life.

 1  0

libsRchildren  

Reply •

− ⚑

a day ago

Naah, all conspiracy theory lunatics. Covid19 shots are safe & effective, there is no deep state, Biden won with 81 million votes, Hillary did no wrong, and
Obama is not really the president behind the scenes.

 1  0

123percent  

Reply •

− ⚑> libsRchildren

3 hours ago

And mRNA pigs can �y!

 0  0

Rick Morrow  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago  edited

So glad I didn't take those shots. Thank you Mike Adams of Brighteon and Natural News. You probably saved my life.

 1  0

Bubba01  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago  edited

Trust me on this.
In 2020 the P�zer biodistribution study on their BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine was made available to regulators. This was not made available to the public or
medical research community. But the FDA and NIH/CDC as well as NHS did have this data.

The study showed the Lipid NanoParticles transported the mRNA to every tissue including the heart and brain.
At this point these mRNA vaccines should have been dead in the water.

Why? The biodistribution data told researchers that the heart would produce Spike protein and therefore would be attacked by the Immune System. That
makes this entire mRNA platform a certain source of heart damage. Game over.

But they gave it to us anyways. Kept the data secret.

 1  0

123percent  

Reply •

− ⚑> Bubba01

3 hours ago

It was the Japanese who insisted on this study, and were responsible for making the results public. They also found those metallic �ecks in the
vials of the gene-therapy drugs from Moderna. While they were better than most countries about not forcing compliance of their own citizens, they
did greatly encourage it, and had mandates for travelers coming into the country. Really hard to square this circle of knowing how dangerous these
injections were, and still having policies to encourage/require it.
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Charlie Adams  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

Nothing to see here folks, move along, move along.

 1  0

thatindividual

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

They are going to have to ban sports soon to hide this.

 0  0

The Davidtollah  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

Libs are also trying to say that heart damage is a symptom of Covid-19. I call BS.
1.) If heart damage was a symptom of Covid, why wasn't that mentioned by the government or the media fear-porn industry during the pandemic before the
vaxxes were released? If it had been a symptom, you can bet we wouldn't have been able to escape the drum beat. Do you remember hearing it? I don't.
Everything was about "ventialtors," not "heart-lung" machines. People were being killed by not being able to breath, not by heart problems.
2.) Covid-19 is a respiratory disease, with no clear path to the heart (or other bodily organs) but the lungs. OTOH, the vaxxes are injected intramuscularly,
and that means now and then a jab deposited its gene-altering content into a blood vessel, allowing the vaxx payload access to nearly every organ and
every system of the body, including the heart muscle and the surrounding tissue. This is why blood clots, myocarditis, heart attacks, neurological problems,
aggressive cancers, and other such adverse affects manifested after the introduction of the vaxxes. There's even a suspicion that "long Covid" isn't caused
by Covid, but by the vaxxes.
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Charles Lindberg  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

Liberalism is a mental disease that causes lying, insanity, stupidity, and eventually death.
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AnotherLover  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

thechadrabbit -- Medical emergency substack
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AnotherLover  

Reply •

− ⚑

2 days ago

Ha ha -- I just commented about this study on another Revolver story. Good article.
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